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APPARATUS FORTHE CORRECTION OF SKELETALDEFORMITIES

Field of the Iflvention

The ixnrention relates to appatatas for correcting skeletal deformities, and in pardcular to an

implantable device for controlling die relationship ofbones on eidier side of a gzowdi plate in

paediatrics, and in adults to assist in holding bones in a locked configuration.

Background of the Invention '

A number of conditions give dse to paediatdc deformity, for example scoliosis (or curvature of the

spine), dub foot, post traumatic defortpity such as cubitus varus, knock knees, etc

Eady onset scoliosis is current managed conservatively with the use oflocaliser casts and braces to

delay curve progression until the child is old enougjb for definitive treatment by instrumentadon and

fusion ofthe curve. Where conservative therapy fails, a vadety of surgical procedures are used. For

example;, convex epq>hysiodesis, stq>liag of the convex side of the curve, short segment fusion, and

postedor gtovvingrod systems such as the Hardgton rod, ISOIA ® growing rods or theLuque

ttollqr system.

The Luque trolley system is described in French published patent q>plicadon No 2589716 comprises

a pair ofU-shaped callipers fixed to the spine, one of the callipers sliding within the other so that the

spine may grow. One problem with this system is that the vertebrae of the spine may fiise

spontaneously as a result ofexposing the spine to fit the callipers.

Using the ISOLA ® system^ rods are inserted in a way that causes fiision of a small s^ment of spine

proximally axid distally to give a solid anchor for the rods. The rods do not control the sagital profile

adequately and obtain their correcdon solely by distraction. In order to lengthen the rods to

accommodate growth, the patient must be operated on every six months or so. The purpose ofthe

pediatric ISOLA ® is to stabili2e the deformity. Definitive treatment of die scoliosis usually involves
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a furdiex opetation where vertdbrae ate fused together. Insertion of posterior growing rods and the

final fission ptoccdiire arc relatively major sui^g^cal procedures espedally if a thoracotomy is required

for anterior release of die curve prior to insertion of the growing rods.

Factors for the devdopment of eady onset scoliosis vary considerably and include idiopathic and

neuromuscular aetiolig^

Growth plates are affected by mechanical stimulL Increased pressure on a growth plate reduces

growth rate, whilst decreased pressure on a growth pkte or traction can increase growth rate. Oncea

scoliosis curve develops the biomechanics of the spine are ahexed resulting in compression of the

concave side of the curve and traction on the convex side of the curve. Growth on the concave side

of the curve is therefore retarded whilst growth on the convex side is accelerated. The spine grows

asymmetrically and the deformity is exacerbated.

In the condition known as "dub foot^, treatment aims are to: correct the deformity eariy, correct the

deformity faOy, and to hold the correction until growth stops. Two categories of the condition can

be identified: diose that are easy to correct, where correction is by splintage alone; and those that are

resistant to correction, where response to splintage is poor and eariy operative correction is required.

VThexe the condition can be corrected by splintage^ individual elements of foot rotation are corrected

seiially. In the Ponsetti method, the coxx^lex deformity is corrected by addressing each component

in a defined order and only progressing to the next component when the previous has been

adequately corrected. It would be useful to have a treatmentwhich addressed all components

simultaneously.

Operative correction teqtdres the cutting oftendons and ligaments, which aside fix>m post operative

complications, tends to result in the foot being stiffin the long term.

It would therefore be desirable to develop apparatus, the use ofwhich would improve outcomes for

sufferers of conditions causing asymmetric growth.

2
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Snmmaiy of the Invention

Accotding to one aspect ofdie invention, there is piovided an implantable apparatus as specified in

Claim 1-

According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided an implantable apparatus accoxding

to Claim 27.

According to another aspect ofthe inventioii, there is provided a kit ofparts as specified in Claim 29.

Accotding to another aspect ofthe inventioo, there is provided a mediod oftreatingimmature

people as specified in Claim 30.

According to another aspect ofthe invention, there is provided amethod of treating mature patients

as specified in Claim 32.

BriefDescription ofthe Drawings

In the drawings, wbich illustrate a preferred embodiment of the invention, and are by way of

example:

Figure 1 is a front view of two adjacent vertebrae in a spine with a scoliosis curve having apparatus

according to the invention attached thereto at the beginning of treatment;

Figure 2 is a ficont view of two adjacent vertebrae in a spine with a scoliosis curve having apparatus

according to the invention attached thereto post treatment;

Figure 3 is front view of a spine with a scoliosis curve having apparatus according to the invention

attached to vertebrae ofthe spine;

Figure 4a is a schematic representation of a rod for apparatus according to another aspect ofthe

invention;

3
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Figure 4b is an end view ofa sUde element designed to co-opeiate Txdth the rod iUusttated in Figure

4a;

Figure 5a is a schematic representation of the skeletal structure of a normal foot;

Figure 5b is a schemadc representation ofdie skeletal structure ofa dub foot;

Figure 5c is a schemadc rq>resentation of the latetal ray offoot bones;

Figure 5d is a schemadc r^resentadon ofthe medial ray of foot bones;

Figure 6 illustrates the apparatus ofdie invention being used to correct a torsional deformity of the

lower limb;

Figure 7a is a sHde element comprising a first part of a locking element;

Figure 7b is a sHde element comprising a second part of a locking element;

Figure 7c is an end view ofa sctew;

Figure 7d is a side view of the screw illustrated in Figure 7c;

Figure 7e is an end cs^ forming part of a locking element;

Figure 7f is an end cap forming part of a locking element

Figure 8 is a side view ofan alternative slide dement;

Figure 9a is a schematic representation of anodier embodiment of an apparatus according to the

invention in an extended configuratioi^ and

Figure 9b is a schematic representation of die apparatus according to the invention in a retracted

configuration.

4
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Detailed Desctiptioii of the Ptefeired Embodiments

Refettuig not7 to Figoie 1, a cotrecttve appatatus is attached to adjacent vettebtae 2 ofa spine wtdi

scoliosis. Each vertebrae 2 includes a growth plate 3. A screw 4 having a head 5 is attadbed to each

of die vertebrae 2. A bore is first dtiQed through die vertebrae, and then die screw is inserted into

die bore. The screws 4 are hydrosyapadte coated to provide a biological fix capable ofbeiag

maintained over several years. The screws have a shallow thread depth and a long pitch. The

shallow thread depth allows Tn^ximnm screw strength for a given screw diameter and £iciHtates screw

removal as each screw is over-drilled prior to removal. The only difference between die screw of

apparatus 1 and screws currendy used for attachment to bone lies in the head 5.

The screw head 5 is provided with attachment means for attachment ofa slide element 6 including

an internal bore 7 in which a rod 8 slides (see Figures 7a to 7f for a more detailed descdpdon.

The rod 8 is curved, die radios of curvature being calculated to correct the an^e of curvature d of the

spine between die adjacent vertebrae shown. It wiE be noted that the slide elements 6 are set at an

ang^e to the screw heads 51 The ang^ is d/2. This provides die maximum room for die rod 8, and

therefore permits rods having smaller radii of curvature more aggressive correction) than if the

slide elements are on axis with the screw heads 5, and the angle of curvature d is taken up by the rod

8 alone As the daild grows, the a<]^acent vertebrae grow resulting in the distance between ihe

screws 4 increasing. As the slide elements 6 are attached t6 the screw heads 5, tbe distance between

the two slide elements increases. Due to the fixadon of die slide element to the screw head 5 and the

screw 4 to the vertebrae 2, the vertebrae must move in an arc corresponding to the shape of the rod

8. This arcuate movement ofthe vertebrae 2 not only moves the vertebrae closer to a normal

position, Le. adjacent vertebrae lying on substantially on the same axis, but also further stimulates this

corrective growth by reducing pressure on the growth plate 3 remote £com die slide element 6. As

mentioned above, growth is more rapidwhere the pressure on a growth plate is reduced. As

5
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pxessute is jsduced at one end ofthe gtowth plate 3, it is commensuiately increased on the other side

of that growth plate. The xecovejy to normal alignment of adjacent vertd^xae is therefore ^hffn^^-

La Figure 2, the apparatus has been in place for some time. As the cbild has grown, the distance

between the screws 4 has increased, and only the ends of the rod 8 are located in the bores 7 in the

slide elements 6. The scoliosis has been corrected

Referring to Figure 3, a spine with a scoliosis curve is fitted with apparatus 1, as shown in Figure 1

and 2, between each adjacent vertebrae. Thean^ between adjacent vertebrae ranges between 0— 5

degrees in the lower sectionA ofthe spine, 0 to 2 degrees in the mid section B, and 5 to 10 degrees

in the upper section C of the spine. The curvature ofany individual rod between adjacent vertebrae

can be selected to match the degree of angular deformity at diat location, thereby providing for much

more refined treatment of scoliosis dian is possible widi apparatus ofthe pnor art. Furdiermore^ by

using an individual corrective rod for each pair of adjacent vertebrae, die force due to growth on any

one screw 4 (fi3cation point) is onty die force exerted by one growth plate, and tiierefore is

compaialively small . If correction ofa scoliosis using known apparatus which fix rods to the spine

only at the top and bottom thereofwere attempted, the fixation points proximally and distally rods

would have to witiistand the force doe to growdi generated by each ofthe growth plates, and would

result in conq>aratively larg^ forces on the fixation points. In the apparatus ofthe invention the

force generated by each growth plate is harnessed locally in the construct spreading the forces on the

screws 4 (the fixation elements) evenly.

In Figure 3, the vertebraeX andy are separated by a vertebra X'. Apparatus 1 is fitted to the

vertebraeX and X". Vertebra X' is fitted with an attachment illustrated in Figure 3b) a>mprising a

threaded shank 4a and a head in the form ofan eye 5a. The rod 8 slides in the eye 5a and a

corrective force is exerted on the vertebra X*.

Referring to Egure 4a, an alternative rod 10 is illustrated. As well as being curved, the rod 10

comprises a track 11. In Figure 4b, there is shown a slide element IZ The bore 13 in which the rod
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10sHdesiadudesachamiell4inwHchthettackll slides. The track 11 has a pitch so that as the

2X>d 10 is dxawn out of die slide dement 12 die tod is caused to ix>tate about its own axb A-A. This

feature allows fox die apparatus of die invention to coixect lotational misalignment between aci^acent

vertebrae. As will be dear fieom Hgure 4a, in order to correct for rotational misafigoment; there must

be no rotational movement between the rod and the sHde dement in which the rod is located. As an

altemative to a track running along a rod of substantially circular cross-secdon, the rod could have a

non-drcular cross-secdon, for example square, and this could run in a slide dement having a

correspondin^y shaped bore. The rod 10 illustrated in Figure 4a is marked at each end with indicia

to tell the surgeon whichway round the rod should be inserted. Tlie arrow points towards the apex

of the scolosis.

Figures 5a to 5d assist in es^laining how the apparatus of the invendon can be used to correct

skdetal misaUgomeats other than in the spine. Figure 5a illustrates a normal foot, where the bones

of the lateral ray (see Figure 5c) lie on an axis L-L, and the bones of liie medial ray (see Figure 5d) lie

on an axis M-M. Figure 5b illusttates a dub foot, where instead of all the bones ofthe lateral ray

lying on the axis L-L» only the calcaneus 21 ofthe lateral ray lies on this axis, the cuboid 22 and

metatarsal 23 lying on an axis L'-L' set at an an^eY to the axis L-L. In the case of the medial ray,

instead of all die bones 24 to 27 diereof lying on the axis M-M, only the talus 24 ofthe medial ray lies

on this axis. The navicular 25, the inner cundform 26 and the metatarsd 27 lie on an axis M'-M' set

at an ang^e Z to the axis M-M. The misalignment of the lateral and medid ra^ of the dub foot

illustrated in Figure 5b can be corrected by attaching the apparatus 1 illustrated in Figures 1 to 4 to

die bones 21 and 22 of the laterd ray and bones 24 and 25 of the medid ray. The radius ofcurvature

ofdie rod 8 and bores 7 must be selected to matrh the an^e of misalignmentY or Z respecttvdy.

The forefoot supination pronation profile could be corrected by a rotationd component built into

the rod The rotationd misalignment between die tdus and cdcaneus in dub foot could be corrected

by an arrangement of the type illustrated in Figure 4a, 4b is required. The rdationship of the tdus to

the tibia could also be addressed*

7
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As wdl as bdsg used to cotxect misalignment between bones, the appazatus ofthe invention can also

be used to correct some deformities occurringwithin a bone. For example, some conditions such as

Ferdies disease and developmental dysplasia ofdie hip (DDH) lead to rotation ofthe femur; which

currently is corrected by breaking the femur, rotatti^ one part ofthe broken femur relative to the

odier and re-joining the two parts of the bone. As part of treatment for various diseases reshaping

the femur may be desirable. Instead ofperforming a varus derotation osteotomy the same effect

could be obtained gradually using this device. As can be seen horn Figure 6, the femur 30 conqxrises

an iq>per part 32 which indudes the ball part 33 ofthe ball and socket hip joints and a lower part 31

.

Ihe lower and upper parts 31, 32 are either side ofa growth plate 34. The apparatus of die invention

can be used to generate a torsional force on the femur, which can be used to correct a developing

torsional deformity. A screw 35 is inserted into each ofthe lower and upper parts 31, 32 ofthe

femur. Attached to these screws are sEde elements 36, each including a bore 37 in which a curved

rod slides. As the child grows, the distance between the screws 35 increases and die shaped ofthe

rod 38 causes a torsional force to be exerted on the lower part 31 with respect to the upper part 32 of

die femur, thereby causing the deformity to be corrected. This use of the apparatus of the invention

is particularly useful as the outcome of an osteotomy (breaking and re-setdng a bone) is not always as

successfiil as would be desirable. Also, in cases ofminor deformity, such as rotational deformities in

the lower Umb, the risks ofa major operation may be considered too great given the level of

disability. The risks associated with fitting apparatus ofthe invention are very low, and therefore the

invention could be used to treat patients having minor deformities.

Figures 7a to 7fillustrate a locking arrangement for locking a slide element to a screw. Figure 7a

illustrates a slide element 40. Extending £com one end diereof is a first part of a locking f-^^f^t

which consists ofa semi-circular portion 41 having a bore 42 located in its fiat sur&ce. Figure 7 b

illustrates a second slide element 43. Extending from one end is the second part of the locking

element, which consists of a sertd-drcular portion 44 having a protnision 45 extending firom its flat

surface. The protrusion 45 is dimensions so as to mate widi the bore 42. The main body 42a ofthe

8
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slide dement 40 may be set at an aog^e to the semi-dxcular portion 41, and likewise the main hody

44a of the slide dement 43 may be set at an an^e to the semi-drcular portion 44. A range of slide

elements may be produced, the ang^e between the main body and the semi-drcular portion that

engages ^th the screw head 48 being di£Eerent. A slide element would then be selected to matdi the

angular displacement ofthe bones whose position is to be corrected.

Figures 7c and 7d illusttate a sctew 46 having a threaded shaft 47 and a head 48. A pair of slide

dements 40, 43 is attached to the screw 46 i&usttated in Figures 7c and 7d. When the protrusion 45

of the second locking dement mates with the bore 42 ofthe first locking dement^ die two dements

form a circular cross-section. The screw head 48 includes a semi-circular surface 51 t^on which the

outer sur&ceofthe first locking dement rests. The first and second locking dements 41, 44 and

hence the slide dements 40 and 43 ofwhich they form a part ate hdd tigjhily in the screw head 48 by

an externally threaded nut 50 which mates witb an internally threaded wall 49 of the said screw head

48.

Figures 7e and 7fillusttate first and second end pieces 51 and 53 including a protrusion 52 and bore

54 respectiv^ely. The protrusion 52 of end piece 51 engages with the bore 42 of slide dement 40, so

that the slide dement can be locked to a screw head 48 widiout the attachment of the sHde element

43. Similady, the protrusion 45 of the slide element 43 engages with the bore 54 ofthe end piece 53,

so that die slide dement 43 can be locked in place in a screw head.

Where the Bppvaatxis is being used to correct a torsional deformity, the sctew head and the outer

sudBices ofthe locking dements must not allow rotadon therebetween. This could be achieved by

making the semi-drcular sur&ces 42, 44 and the inner sur&ce 55 of the screw head rectangular for

instance.

Figure 8 illusttates a slide dement 60 induding a bore 62 in which a rod may slide. The slide dement

60 has a main body 61 and an end piece 62 moimted tdescopically dierein. The end piece 62

indudes grooves 63 which en^ige with protrusions 64 to define the direction in which die end piece

9
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may move, and die extent of sudi movement Hie end piece 62 also mounts an element 65 which

lodss into a screw head in a stmilat manner to that iUiistEated in The apparatus is

fitted to a patient such diat the end-piece is fuUy extended When the bones to which die q)paratiis

is fitted ate under load, for example^en standing, the end piece 62 slides into the main body 61

.

This ensures that the bones carry load, which is important to minixnise stress shielding of the bone

and reduce stresses on the implant.

The apparatus ofthe invention may be used on adults where no growth is expected, in which case

the rods are fixed, rather than slidable, with respect to the screws fixed to the bones. The ^paratus

would ^^picaEy be used in operations to Base tc^ther vertebrae and its purpose would be to hold die

spine in the desired shape whilst the vertebrae fiised together.

Whereas the apparatus described with reference to Figure 1 comprises a rod slidably mounted in

adjacent slide elements, the apparatus illustrated in Figures 9a and 9b comprises a first element 100

which includes a bore 102 and a second element 101 which includes a rod 103. The rod 103 slides in

the bore 102 and is attached to a block 104 which is itself attachable to a vertebrae in the same

manner as illustrated in Figure 1. A threaded bore 105 is provided in wall 106 ofthe first element

100, the threaded bore 105 receiving a grub screw 107 that is adjusteble to either permit or prevent

the rod 103 sliding in the bore 102. In use the first and second elements 100, 101 are attached to

fixation points provided by fiction device, such as those illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. The second

element 101 is typically attached to a fixation point below the fixation point to which the first

element 100 in the bore 102 ofwhich the rod 103 slides. As the person grows, the deforroity is

corrected due to the an^e of curvature of the rod.

Once a defined amoimt ofgrowth has occurred the corrective effect ofthe device may be reduced or

removed by providing one or both ends of the rod widi a taper which permits lateral movement

between the rod and the bore in which it slides.

10
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WiSh fdGetence to Figures 1 and 2 and 9a an 9b, defoixnity cortectionis achieved by placing the

device in under tension, that is adjacent vertebrae are brought togedier and the device fitted

achieving as much coitecdon as is possible at implantation, and then tiie residual defbmiity

correction is achieved by 5mm ofgtowdi at that motion s^ment Defomiity in llie coronal plane

and control of extent of kyphosis or lordosis (sa^;ittal plane) is achieved by cutting the rod and

bore(s) in an arc such that 5mm movement along the circumference ofdie arc/circle would give the

^proprtate angular correction. Thus if 10 d^rees correction was required with 5mm movement

10 degrees is 1/36 of a circle

5mm is 1/36 of circumference ofrequired circle

180mm is circumference of circle required to give 10 d^ees correction with 5mm

movement

2IIR = circumference = 180

R= 180/2nmm

iSimilariy any corrective angjie can be calculated for a movement ofa particular rKstafirg*. Rotational

correction is addressed by means ofa spiral in die rod and bore (see Figures 4a and 4b).

The distances between die screws after insertion and tensioningwould be expected to be about 2cm

in die dioracic spine and 3cm in die lumbar spine in young adolescents and correspondin^y smaller

ia younger chtldfcn. The screw diameter used in the vertebral body would be as lai^ as possible for

maximum strength and need at least 12mm of lengdi in each rod to attach to die modular rod

(assuming9mm screw with 3mm extra for locking mechanism) For a lordoscoliosis a few degrees of

kyphosis would be desirable at each level and also a few degrees ofrotation would be desirable.

V^di reference to Figures 1 to 3a and 9a and 9b, when correcting a deforroity requiring the rod and

slide element to move apart^ the power of growdi alone may not be sufBcient in all cases to drive

elongation ofthe implant so it may be necessary to insert a dtivet device in to the rod to push die

two components of the device apart. This could take die form of a spring or an osmotic pressure

11
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device inserted into tiie lumea/bore ofthe outer rod and pushiisg on the end ofthe inner rod- Hie

driver device would provide a continuous/constant pressure helping to donate the device as growth

occurred.

The device of the invention may also be used in the correction of scohosb in skeletally mature

patients. The correction of scoliosis with modem pedide screw, hook, rod systems is achieved by

loading the spine to reduce it to the desired configuration using a conobination of stress relaxation of

the tbsues and flesibiHty of the deformity to achieve correction. These instmmentation systems do

not however allow accurate s^mental correction, eg the rod rotation technique does not derotate the

spine but rather tends to rotate itmore in the direction ofthe deformity.

The device of the invention described for use as a growing rod can be used as a means of accurately

realigning spinal s^ments in adult scoliosis correction. The device is designed so thatwhen it is

extended it fits on to the deformed spine between adjacent vertebral fixation points, such as pedicle

screws (see Figure 9a). When the rod is compressed it shortens and realigns the segments to the

desired configuration (Figure 9b). It is then locked in diis configuration using the grub screw 107.

The realignment ofthe spinal segments can be performed in the coronal, saggittal and rotational

planes simultaneously using this method. The device used at a particular level will give the required

sa^ttal profile for that segment and derotate and congress the segment so as to achieve a near

anatomical spinal alignment.

The device of the invention allows the spine to be realigned much more accurate^ on a segmental

basis with derotation at each level Moreover the qidne could always be instrumented on the convex

side firstwhere the pedides are laiger and stronger and further away fix>m the spinal cord. Segmental

correction as described could g^ve a better cosmetic result by derotating the ribs helping reduce the

size ofthe residual rib hump and would allow each level to be adjusted several times to gain the

Tnaximnm curve reduction by better utilising the stress relaxation properties ofthe spine. For

example, using the embodiment illustrated in Figures 9a and 9b, the deformity between adjacent

12
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vertebtae could be coxtected as &r as is possible and tiie gtob scxew 107 tigjbitened. The tissues

axoruid die vettebxae dien ndax. peanitdng furdier coxtecdon of die defoxtnity.

When used in die oottecdon of defoxndty in skeleta% matuxe patients the device may be made o

f

titanium, which is the matexial commonly used in scoliosis implants, as the implant is used in a

locked configuration and hence no beaxing/movement is involved once the ptoceduxe has been

completedL Also its beaxing surfaces do not need to be hig^y polished (as they would need tx> be in

the growing xod ixt^lant).

This implant system of tiie invention can be applied to the deformed spine and then gxadually

tensioned to slowly and systematically xeduce the spinal defoxmity. This will make xeduction oflaig^

cuxves easier as the difEculties widi ledudng die spine to the xod and the xisk ofimplant puUout in

that pxocess wiU be greatly reduced Thus the instxumented spine can be tensioned at each level and a

gradual xeduction achieved with avoidance of stress peaks on individual bone fixation points and

moxe fiilly utilising the spinels stress xdaxation pxopexties. This technique may be ofparticular

benefit in pxoceduxes whexe a vextebxectomy has been xeqoixed. 'Iheiaq>lantwould pxovides^bdlity

duung the vextebxectomy and then allow a gradual controlled xeduction.

13
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daims

1. Implantable sppstratus fox use in die conecdon of skeletal defoxmides, die appaxatus

comprising a rod, a pair of spaced apart attachment meml^rs, each ofdie attachment

members being attachable to a bone, at least one attachment member mounts a rod

receiving member, the rod being slidable along a predetermined path wtdi n^ect to the

rod receiving member.

2. Implantable apparatus according to Qaim 1, whetein each attechment member mounts a

rod receiving member and the rod is mounted in the rod receivingmembers.

3. Implantable apparatus according to Claim 2, whetein the rod is slidably mounted in each

of the rod receiving membets.

4. Implantable apparatus according to any preceding daim, wherein the rod is curved.

5. Implantable apparatus according to any preceding Haifn^ wherein die rod and/or at least

one of the rod receivingmembers comprise means to prevent rotation of the rod in the

or eadi rod receiving member:

6. Implantable apparatus according to Claim 5, whetein the said means to prevent rotation

of the rod in the or each or receiving member compiises a track mounted on the rod,

and an indent in the rod receiving member in which the track slides.

7. Implantable apparatus according to Qaim 6, wherein tbe track is formed in a spiral

8. Implantable apparatus according to Claim 6, wherein tbe rod is non-drcular in cross-

section and slides in a correspondingly gligp^H element.

9. Implantable apparatus according to any preceding daim, wherein the rod indudes a

plurality of sections, one being tdescopicaUy slidable within the other.

14
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10. Implantable appaiatus acootdii^ to Claim 9, whetem the ends ofthe tod axe fixed to the

xod tecetviog membets.

11. Implantable appatatus accoxding to any pxeceding daim, wherein the tod sections

include means to prevent rotation ofone rod section relative to anodiet.

IZ Implantable apparatos according to Claim 1 1, wherein the said means to prevent

rotation comprises a track projecting&om one rod section, which slides in an indent in

another rod section.

13. Implantable apparatus according to Claim 11, wherein the sections of the rod are non-

circular in cross-secdon.

14. Implantable appamtus according to any preceding claim, wherein the attachment

member includes a head and the rod recerdngmember is attached to the head.

15. Implantable apparatus according to any preceding claim^ wherein the attachment

members are selected firom the gtoi^ comprising: a screw, a bolt, a blade plate, a pedicle

hoo^ and a laminar hook.

16. Implantable apparatus according to Claim 14 or 15, ftuther compdsii^ a locking means

to lock a rod receivingmember to an attachment member, the locking means

comprising first and second lock elements, wherein die first and second lock elements

engage widi each other, are tc^ther locked to the attachment member by a third lock

element

17. Implantable ^paratus according to Claim 16, wherein the attachment member includes

a head shaped and dimensioned to receive co-operating first and second lock elements,

and the said third lock element in the form of a plug.

15
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18. Implantable appazatos accoidktg to Claim 16 or 17, wheidn the fim and second lock

elements axe each part of a rod recerang member.

19. Implantable apparatus according to Claim 18, wherein the first and second lock

elements ate each set at an angjle to a ^"^1*" body ofthe rod recetviog rpMribfy^

20. Implantable apparatus according to any preceding daim, further comprising means to

retain a rod that is slidably mounted in a rod receivingmember in the said rod receiving

member.

21- Implantable apparatus according to any preceding daim, wherein the rod is curved in

two planes.

2Z Implantable apparatus according to any preceding daim, wherein the rod c<»xiprises an

indida indicating die direction die rod should be oriented.

23. Implantable apparatus according to any preceding daim, further comprising a guide

metnber attachable to a bon^ the guide member comprising an opening for receiving a

rod.

24. Implantable apparatus according to any preceding daim wherdn at least one end ofthe

rodis tq>e£ed.

25. Implantable apparatus according to anypreceding daim, comprising a plurality of

attachment members and a pliirality ofrods, each attachment member being attachable

to a bone, and opposing ends ofthe rod being mounted in respective rod receiving

members.

26. Implantable apparatus according to any preceding daim, furdiet comprising a lock for

preventing the rod ficom sliding with respect to the rod receiving member.

16
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27. Implantable appacatas fot use in the cojxecdon of skdetal deformities^ the apparatus

compiistng a xod, a pair of spaced apart attachtaent members, each of the attachment

meoibers being attachable to a bone, herein at least one attachment member mounts a

rod receiving membex; and wfaetein the rod is immovably connected to the rod receiving

member.

28. Implantable apparatus according to Qaim 27, comprising a plurality of attachment

members, and a plurality ofrods, each attachment member being attachable to a bone,

ajad each rod being fixed to a pair of spaced apart attachment members.

29. A kit ofparts comprising apparatus according to zay preceding daim and a plurality of

rods each rod having a different radius of curvature, and corresponding rod receiving

members.

30. A method of correcting skeletal deformity in an immature patient compnsing the step

implanting the sqpparatus as claimed in any of Claims 1 to 29 into said patient

31. A metibod of correcting skeletal deformity in an immature padent comprising the

addidonal step of adjusting the positions of adjacent vertebrae.

3Z A method of correcting skeletal deformity in a mature patient comprising the step of

implanting the apparatus as claimed in any ofQaims 1 to 29 into said padent» adjusting

the posidons of adjacent vertebrae and locking the apparatus.

33. Implantable apparatus substantially as shown in, and as described vdth reference to, the

drawing^.

34. A method ofcorrecting skeletal deformity substantially as shown in and as described

widi reference to, die drawings.
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